
Generate 
universes with 
little dependency 
on IT resources

Efficiently aggregate FDR data into your universe submissions. The 
Universe Aggregator provides a single tool  to manage and automate  
all FDR processes.

A report is generated to address any data validation issues, as 
well as provide insights into your Compliance Program 
Effectiveness.

Require fewer
resources to
manage, 
monitor and 
audit FDRs

Reduce time 
preparing
universe 
submissions

Now you can review 100% of your universe data. 
Information is beneficial to identify and remediate risk 
before a regulatory audit.

<50%

<IT

<10%

In a program audit, the CMS analyzes universes (CDAG, ODAG, CPE, FA, SNP-MOC, SARAG, 
CCQIPE) and other regulatory reports to evaluate health plan performance. Despite current 
innovations, it remains a constant challenge for health plans to create and submit accurate and 
timely universes to avoid invalid data submissions and poor audit scores.

Inovaare’s Universe Management suite is an end-to-end solution for efficient, accurate and Inovaare’s Universe Management suite is an end-to-end solution for efficient, accurate and 
proper formatting of CMS universes. Comprised of three standalone modules, Universe 
Management can be seamlessly integrated to ensure health plans submit CMS-compliant 
reports with the touch of a button.

Achieve greater efficiencies in minutes 



UNIVERSE SCRUBBER

UNIVERSE GENERATOR

Gather data for requested date ranges to create clean universes for submission, even from 
multiple submitters providing the same universe table. The Universe Aggregator compiles 
scrubbed universes into a single table for continuously compliant CMS report submission.

UNIVERSE AGGREGATOR

Just connect your data and generate CMS universes with the touch of a button. It’s really 
that simple.

With Universe Generator, you can now:

> Fulfill your own data or query requests
> Sustain audit readiness at all times through automated monitoring 
> Reduce the risk of penalties and low star ratings with fast report turnaround times

The improved workflows empower compliance teams to be proactive.

With the click of a button, health plans can:

> Ensure correct CMS formatting with inclusion/exclusion and timeliness rules built in
> Receive actionable insights based on real-time data
> Scrub all CMS universes (ODAG, CDAG, SARAG, CPE, FA, SNP-MOC, CCQIPE)
> Detect all errors in universe schematics, data and business logic
> Submit timely reports

Universe Scrubber is a cloud-based compliance solution that scrubs Medicare universe 
tables in three simple steps:

1.  Upload the report file
2. Scrub the universe to validate data
3. Review the results


